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PITCH

WHAT   Farmooo is a virtual reality (VR) game that places teen cancer  
   patients into a farming environment where they become 
   farmers and grow vegetables, accompanied by a friendly cow.

WHY   This game aims to gamify the pain distraction experience for 
   hospital patients in bed who are experiencing boredom and
   discomfort after chemotherapy treatments.

HOW   This farming game is created to symbolize hope and growth,  
   as well to provide everyday motivation to maintain a farm with 
   rewarding achievements.

RESULT  Games are usually targeted for entertainment purposes and 
   studies revolve more around adults; hence the team wants to  
	 	 	 offer	a	game	that	has	benefits	and	meaningful	values	for	the	 
   teen patients and their caregivers.

Virtual Reality (VR):
a 3D computer-generated 
simulation that can be interacted 
with in a seemingly real or physical 
way by a person using special  
electronic equipment, such as a 
stereoscopic head-mounted 
display (ie., active 3D glasses).
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INSPIRATIONS

SnowWorld 

A VR pain distraction 
game that immerses 
patients suffering from 
burns into an icy-cold 
environment. Studies 
proved it is more effective 
than regular videogames.

Pain Squad

An electronic pain diary for
young cancer patients to
document their pain and
find	pain	crimes	to	earn	
promotions to become an 
inspector.

Farmville

A 2D farm simulation and 
social network game that 
lets players manage farming
tasks in third-person.

Gardening Mama

A gardening simulation 
game. Players go through a 
series of minigames to grow 
plants in various gardens.
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IDEA
RESEARCH  Many of the existing VR games are horror games with jump  
   scares, probably to generate revenue for commercialization  
   purposes.

PROPOSAL  After analyzing VR games and teen cancer patient 
   experiences, the team decided to develop a different genre of  
   game tailored to the special needs of patients. In our game, 
    patients have a farm and a pet (cow companion). We believe  
   this will encourage patients to look outside of themselves and 
    to care for something, as well as having someone (such as  
   the virtual pet) to support them.

PURPOSE  The virtual game will help bring hospital patients to a fantasy 
    environment without the need to get out of bed. The game 
   enables patients to conduct “physical” tasks in the farm by 
   simple hand movements.

GOAL   The team expects that the implicit metaphor of life may spark 
   hope in the teen cancer patients.
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IDEA

STORYBOARD The sketches here demonstrate ideal scenes of how the 
   game is played.

STYLE   We intend to have basic low-polygon shapes for the look-and- 
   feel of the game as it is more suitable for younger players, and  
   allows a sense of fantasy in comparison to photo-realistic 
    games.

Storyboard:
a sequence of drawings, typically
with basic directions and dialogue,
representing the shots planned for
visual productions such as movies
and video games.
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CONSIDERATIONS
NAUSEA  This is a major concern when playing VR games, especially  
   for sick patients. But for Farmooo, patients do not necessarily 
    need to get up or to get out of bed because of the way we 
    designed it. Patients use their real hand, which they see in the  
   VR game. This anchors players because they feel as if their  
   body is moving inside the environment. Our low polygon count 
    also ensures that players do not experience computer “lag,”  
   which is the biggest reason for nausea in VR.
 

FRAME RATE  The game is run on a screen that plays at 70fps (frames per  
   second). This should be fast enough to prevent dizziness.

AGE GROUP  The game is designed for 12- to 18-year-old patients as they  
   would be more likely to play video games of moderate  
   complexity.

CONDITIONS  Cancer patients require more care compared to patients 
   with other illnesses, in part because of the physical and 
   psychosocial impacts of their disease and treatment.

Frame Rate:
the frequency at which frames in
a	television	picture,	film,	or	video
sequence are displayed. The higher
the frame rate, the smoother the
fast-action scenes appear, and the
less potential for nausea.
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SETUP

EQUIPMENT  The game uses 1 computer, 1 Oculus Rift VR display, and  
   1 Leap Motion (a gesture sensor mounted on the VR display).
   SFU’s Pain Studies Lab will supply these.

CONTROLS  To play the game, patients would stretch both hands in front 
    of their eyes. This allows the player to “walk” forward in the VR 
    farm. Making a swipe motion using either hand initiates an  
   action appropriate to what players see in VR, such as watering  
   plants.

Oculus Rift:
A VR head-mounted display
(3D “goggles”).

Leap Motion:
a sensor (on the Oculus Rift)
that	translates	hand	and	finger
motions into computer input.
This is analogous to mouse input, 
but requires no hand contact or 
touching.

Head-Mounted Display:
a type of 3D computer display
(VR “goggles”) worn on the 
head. In size, it is akin to a pair 
of ski goggles.
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GAMEWORLD
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GAMEPLAY

OBJECTIVES  The game consists of relaxed (slower) and upbeat (faster) 
   periods. The former allows patients to casually explore the  
   farm, while the latter occurs after a farming task. Basically,  
   faster times allow carrots to grow in under a minute so 
   patients can harvest them and earn points.

PREPARATION Here, patients will put a VR display on. This brings them into 
   a 3D fantasy environment with game elements that enable  
   them to explore and play the game, thereby distracting them  
   from their pain.
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Project Blog

https://teamsiatheroes.wordpress.com
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TEAM

Henry is a Senior undergraduate student 
studying interaction design and information 
systems in the School of Interactive Arts and 
Technology (SIAT) at Simon Fraser University 
(SFU). In the near future, he hopes to develop 
games and/or softwares to speed up medical 
procedures and eliminate discomforts for
medical teams, patients and their families. 
As a cancer survivor himself, he would like to 
give back to BC Children’s Hospital for all the 
medical staffs’ and social workers’ help during 
his stay there.

Janice is a Senior undergraduate student 
studying user experience design at SIAT at 
SFU. Her interests and goals are to create 
engaging and delightfully error-free interfaces 
for medical teams, patients and their families 
to experience. As a child, she has paid
many emergency visits to BC Children’s 
Hospital because of sudden high fevers and 
an ear infection. Because of the care she 
received, and the time and effort the medical 
staff devoted to her care, she hopes to give 
back to the hospital.

Diane Gromala is Professor and Canada 
Research Chair (CRC) at SIAT. She is the 
founding director of SFU’s Pain Studies Lab, 
where she conducts research in collaborative 
teams that include computer scientists, 
designers, and pain experts. A pioneer in VR,
Prof. Gromala has been creating VR systems 
to address acute, chronic and cancer pain 
since 1991. Her VR research is supported by 
CIHR, NSERC & SSHRC. Prof. Gromala is 
supervising Henry’s & Janice’s VR project.

Henry Lo Janice Ng Prof. Diane Gromala
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